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Bystanders team have decided for a Collaborative Plan for the post- 

implementation that is realistic and achievable. 

To date, the following joint activities have been agreed: 
 
I - The team agreed to apply for a symposium on the Bystanders Project at the 3rd 

European Conference on Domestic Violence in Oslo, Norway - the overall focus of this 

symposium should be on Project implementation in schools specially regarding four 

dimensions: Curriculum and prevention of sexual harassment in schools; Difficulty of 

interventions in schools; Gender stereotypes, domestic violence and their ramifications 

in schools; Lack of research on educational policies to prevent sexual harassment, 

domestic violence and sexual violence in European countries. The Portugal team will 

present the overall results of the Project, and the different elements of the international 

team will present these four specific dimensions and point out clues for future 

research/projects. 

II - The team also intends to attend the Annual Conference of the European Network on 

Gender and Violence (ENGV), in Freiburg (Germany), with the aim of reflecting and 

collecting feedback from researchers and PhD students on the Project implementation, 

its methodology and results obtained in the four countries. 

III - The Speak Up / Speak Out Program can be replicated by other researchers and 

activists and teams will help in the training for other facilitators. Its replication in 

Portuguese and Brazilian context is already underway by a doctoral student (who is 
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being advised by the Project Coordinator - Maria José Magalhães). The results of this 

application in an extra-European context will soon be released. 

IV - Some publications in scientific journals as well as in other social forums (namely 

where the Project was implemented) are planned. Two proposals have already been put 

forward by the team: 1) comparative analysis of the focus groups in the four countries 

and 2) comparative analysis of the implementation. 

V - Also if there are further EU calls on GBV and SH the team will apply again to keeping 

work together. 

VI - Finally, it is important to note some rules regarding intellectual property rights: to 

use the data of the international teams: before the authors write the paper, they should 

send an email to everyone telling them what they are going to write about and if others 

would like to join the writing. When papers are written by individual teams about their 

own country, they go ahead but have to acknowledge the whole project. If want to write 

on something comparing across the countries then the author should send an email to 

all members asking first if anyone else wants to collaborate, but if that specific team 

can't co-author, the authors should give the relevant team to check the paper before it 

is submitted, that would, in any case, improve the quality of the paper. 


